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prevented by the renewal of hostilities in Germany from
detaching any troops to the front in South France, Wellington
now determined in his turn to attempt the passage of the
Bidassoa. More skilful and more fortunate than his adversary,
he successfully established his left wing under Hope on the
eastern bank near the mouth of the river, while his left centre
under Alten drove back the French from Vera to the Rhune
mountain. Soult's generalship and^the fighting spirit of his
troops on this day were alike of inferior quality, but once more
the British general refrained from pursuing his advance until
the fall of Pamplona, which did not take place till the end of
October, finally secured his rear. The French had made
good use of the opportunity thus afforded them of strengthening
their new positions south-west and south of St. Jean de Luz
and on the Rhune by the time the Allies attacked on November
10, but their labour was wasted. In the so-called Battle of
the Nivelle, where the Allies5 90,000 men were opposed to
Soult's 57,000, Wellington demonstrated against the French
wings with Hope's and Hill's corps, while his centre under
Beresford broke through their centre on the Rhune, and the
defenders, abandoning their positions all along the line, re-
treated to the line of the Nive on either side of Bayonne.
Wellington, following them up, threw Hill's corps over the
upper course of that river with a view to turning Soult's left,
and by this division of his forces gave the Marshal an oppor-
tunity—which he was not slow to seize—of throwing himself
with all his forces on a half of the Allied army. However, he
profited little in the end from his attacks, which were delivered
first against Hope's wing between the lower Nive and the
sea and then against Hill on the heights of St. Pierre beyond
the river, where the French were with difficulty repulsed in
one of the hardest fought encounters of the war.
Bad weather now enforced a pause in the operations,
lasting till the end of 1813, during which period both com-
batants were reduced in numbers, the French by the urgent
demands of the Emperor's armies for reinforcements of trained
men, the Allies by the refusal of Wellington, who was well
aware of the importance, from the point of view of the security
of his Droops and the success of his future operations, of the
necessity of not arousing the hostility of the population, to take
with him into France any Spanish troops with a tendency to
plunder. Thus, by January 1814, Soult, who could dispose
of no more than 48,000 men against his opponent's 80,000,
was preparing to abandon Bayonne to its own resources, and
to draw off his aimy to a new line facing south-west behind the
Adour and the Gave d'Oloron.

